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IN THE COURT OF THE ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE 
SONITPUR, TEZPUR 
Sessions No-30 of 2014 

(GR CASE NO.569/2014, U/s 326/307/34 of IPC) 

State 
-Vs- 

 Sri Motilal Das …..Accused 
 

             Present: - Sri N. J. Haque, LLM, AJS 
                           Asst. Sessions Judge 
                           Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

       Counsel for Prosecution : Mr. R. Das & N. Rahaman  
       Counsel for Defence  : Mr. R. Baruah, State Defence   

 
Date of Evidence   : -   20-09-2014, 08-10-2015,  
      16-11-2015, 03-06-2016,  
          02-08-2016, 29-09-2016,  

13-05-2019 & 11-09-2019 
 

Date of Defence Evidence   : - Nil 
Date of S/D                       : - 18-09-2019 
Date of Argument              : - 01-10-2019  
Date of Judgment              : - 25-10-2019 
 

         JUDGMENT 
                    “Synopsis of Prosecution’s Case” 

1. Prosecution case appears to be in a narrow campus is that on 11-03-2014 one 

Khirendra Sen lodged an ejahar before O/C of Dhekiajuli P.S alleging, inter-alia, that 

on 11-03-2014 at about 4 p.m. when his brother Hiren Sen was conducting 

activities of the meeting held in the bank of Adivasi Pukhuri of Lulukai village, 

accused Motilal Das, as per the instruction of Ajay Biswas, hit on the head of his 

brother Hiren Sen with an axe from back side with intend to kill him. Immediate 

medical treatment was provided to his brother and presently his brother is 

undergoing treatment at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur. 

“Investigation” 

2. On receiving the ejahar, O/C Dhekiajuli P.S registered Dhekiajuli P.S Case 

No.154/14 u/s 307/326/34 of IPC and the case was investigated into. On finishing 

point of investigation, the I.O has submitted charge-sheet against the two numbers 

of accused persons namely Ajay Biswas and Motilal Das u/s- 307/326/34 of IPC and 

consequent to that, Ld. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur committed the 
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case to the Hon‘ble Court of Sessions, Sonitpur. Thereafter, Hon‘ble Court of 

Sessions, Sonitpur transferred the case to this Court for trial. 

―Appearance & Charges‖ 

3. On receiving summons from the Court, the accused persons appeared before the 

Court and they were allowed to go on bail. Subsequently, my predecessor-in-office 

on hearing both the sides framed charges u/s 307/326/34 I.P.C against the accused 

persons Sri Motilal Das and Sri Ajay Biswas and the charges were explained and 

read over to the accused persons, on which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to 

be tried. On the other hand, during the trial the case against accused Motial Das 

ordered to be split up, vide order dated 08-01-2018 by my predecessor- in-office on 

the account of his absence before this court and consequently, this court vide order 

dated 17-06-2019, pronounced judgment against the other accused Ajay Biwas 

acquitting him and fresh NBWA was issued against the present accused Motilal Das. 

Thereafter on execution of the NBWA, the accused was produced before this court 

on 29-06-2019 and the IO was re-cross-examined and finally the case came up to 

the stage of judgment.   

―Trial & Statement of Defence‖ 

4. During trial, prosecution side examined as many as 9 nos. of witnesses, including 

the informant and the victim. My predecessor in office due to oversight examined 

two numbers of witnesses as PW-7. The record displays that vide order dated 15-

07-2019 it was observed that at the time of examination of the IO the accused 

Motilal Das was absent as the case was proceeded against other accused after split 

up of the C/R as per the order of my predecessor-in-office. Hence, accused Motilal 

Das deserves an opportunity to cross-examine the I.O of this case. Accordingly, on 

11-09-2019 IO was re-cross-examined by the defence side on behalf of accused 

Motilal Das. Accused Motilal Das was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and his pleas of 

denial were recorded in separate sheet and kept with the record. The accused 

declined to adduce any evidence in his defence. 

5. Following are appears to the Points for Determinations:- 

i. Whether the Motilal Das on 11-03-2014 at Lulukai village in a 

meeting near Adibashi pond under Dhekiajuli Police Station, 

voluntarily caused grievous hurt on the head of Hiren Sen by 

means of an axe, sharp object and therefore committed an 

offence punishable U/S 326 of the Indian Penal Code?  
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ii. Whether the accused Motilal Das on or about the same day, time 

and place, did an act (gave axe blows to the person of victim 

Hiren Sen) with the intention (or knowledge), and under such 

circumstances, that, if, by that act, the accused person caused the 

death of said victim, he would have been guilty of murder, and 

that he thereby caused hurt to the said victim Hiren Sen and 

therefore committed an offence punishable U/S 307 of the 

Indian Penal Code?  

              EVIDENCES OF PROSECUTION SIDE 

6. PW-1 deposed before this court that he knows accused Ajay Biswas. He also knows 

the absentee accused Motilal Das. Victim of the case is his brother. On 11-03-2014, 

at about 4 p.m. a public meeting was held on the bank of the public pond. The 

meeting was called by the accused. At that time he was at home. One Majrat Ali 

informed him that accused Motilal gave blows with an axe on his brother from 

backside and his brother fell down there. He was also informed that public took the 

injured to hospital. Immediately he went and met his brother on the way to 

hospital. His brother received cut injuries on the back side of his head. From 

Dhekiajuli PHC he was brought to Kanaklata Civil Hospital and then doctor 

considering the nature of injury referred him to Guwahati. When he enquired his 

brother, his brother told him that accused Motilal had hit him with an axe from 

backside. At the time when his brother was at Dhekiajuli PHC, he lodged an ejahar. 

Ext.1 is the ejahar lodged by him and Ext.1 (1) is his signature.    

7. PW-1 in his cross-examination further deposed that on the date of incident he came 

to know that the meeting was held concerning a path. He did not see the incident 

personally. It is around 1 ½ Kms distance from the place where meeting was held 

to his house. He and his brother live together in one house. The house of Majrat Ali, 

whom he referred above, is near to his house. They have visiting terms with Majrat 

Ali. Dusk was falling when he reached the place of incident.      

8. PW-2 deposed before this court that he knows accused Ajay Biswas.  He also knows 

the absentee accused Motilal Das. The incident happened on 11-03-2014. On the 

previous day of the incident, he was invited by Ajay Biwas and Nitul Biwas to a 

meeting regarding boundary of land to be held at 3-30 p.m. on the date of incident.  

On the date of incident he along with Majrat Ali reached the meeting held at the 

bank of village pond. There was already gathering of 40/50 persons in the meeting. 
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At the moment when Ajay Biwas was announcing the purpose of the meeting, 

accused Motilal Das gave him blow on his head from the back side with an intention 

to kill him. As a result, he fell down from his chair where he was sitting. Motilal 

again tried to assault him, but he was prevented by the public. Two persons named 

Priyaranjan and Shaymal Das took him first to Dhekiajuli Hospital on a motorcycle 

and then to Tezpur Kanaklata Hospital and from Kanaklata Hospital he was sent to 

Guwahati. He was treated as an indoor patient in Guwahati. His brother filed an 

ejahar regarding the incident. He remained in ICU for two days and for 10 days as 

indoor patient in Guwahati.  

9. PW-2 in his cross-examination deposed that the president of the meeting was 

Sribhas Choudhury. He cannot remember who wrote the minute of the meeting. 

More than 50 persons gathered in the meeting. The meeting was held concerning 

boundary dispute between two persons. He does not know if Motilal is involved with 

the boundary dispute or not. The dispute was among Ajay, Nitya, and Nitai. In the 

meeting place, one row of the chairs were arranged in circular manner and there 

was vacant space in the middle. The houses of Ajay and Anil Biswas were situated 

near the meeting place. The houses of other persons are situated at a distance. The 

meeting was started peacefully. There was no commotion. He did not speak in the 

meeting. Other people were also present near the meeting. He is the Councilor of 

Gaon Panchayat and besides him Sankar Sen, Ramesh Gor and Harekrishna Mitra 

were sitting. He got bent in the front due to receiving assault from back side. He 

doesn‘t know what happened thereafter. The documents relating to his treatment 

are with him and police did not take those documents from him and he also did not 

give those documents to police.  Today he has come to the court after receiving 

summons, but he has not brought those documents with him. Accused Motilal does 

cultivation and deals in betel-nut. The day of occurrence was a Tuesday.   

10. PW-3 deposed before this court that he knows both the sides. The incident took 

place on 11-03-2014 at around 3 –3:30 p.m. He went with Hiren Sen to the meeting 

at Lulukai as he was called by Ajay. He was also sitting in the midst of villagers. 

During the continuation for the meeting, accused Motilal assaulted Haren Sen with 

an axe from back side and blood was oozing out from his head. Immediately the 

people present in the meeting took Hiren Sen to Janglebsti hospital.  PW-3 in his 

cross-examination further deposed that there was commotion in the meeting.  
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11. PW-4 deposed before this court that he knows both the accused persons. He also 

knows victim Hiren Sen. The incident happened in 2014. One evening at around 2 

p.m. a public meeting was held at an open space near the Kali Mandir at a place 

called Lulukai. The meeting was held in connection with a dispute between Ajay and 

Khitish Seal. He was also present in that meeting as a Gaonburah. In that meeting, 

accused Motilal coming with a small axe with bamboo handle, hit Hiren Sen (who 

was sitting in the meeting) from back side and as a result he sustained injuries on 

his head. Then, the public apprehended accused Motilal along with the axe. Police 

was informed and then police detained him. At the time of apprehending accused 

Motilal by police, a knife was also seized by police which the accused was carrying. 

Ext.2 is the seizure list and Ext.2 (1) is his signature. Mat. Ext.1 and Mat. Ext.2 are 

the axe and knife respectively.  

12. PW-4 in his cross-examination further deposed that that Ext.2 was written in the 

Thana. He put signature as he was asked by police. Accused Ajay was no way 

connected with this incident.   

13. PW-5 deposed before this court that the accused are known to him. The incident 

happened on 11-03-2014, at about 3/3-30 p.m. near the Saraswati temple of 

Lulukai Adivasi pukhuri. The meeting was called by Ajay Biswas for a dispute 

between Ajay Biswas and Sanjay Seal regarding a path. While the meeting was 

going on accused Motilal came and stuck on the head of Hiren Sen with an axe. 

Motilal was caught hold by other people present in the meeting along with the axe. 

Hiren Sen fell down and it was bleeding from his head. Few of them took him to the 

hospital. He was first brought to Dhekiajuli hospital and then taken to Tezpur. He 

was not kept there and referred to Guwahati Neuro Science Hospital. As Ajay 

Biswas had called the meeting and the incident happened therein and just after the 

incident he ran away, they suspected that he is behind the incident.  

14. PW-5 in his cross-examination deposed that the gathering was of more than 100 

people. The Gaonburah was the President of the meeting. Around 50/60 people 

were sitting in chairs and rest of the gathering was standing. The President was 

sitting facing south and he was standing on the east side of the gathering. The 

injured Hiren Sen was sitting beside the President.  He was the Councilor of G.P. As 

per his knowledge goes, the path in dispute belongs to Ajay Biswas. The meeting 

was called by Ajay Biswas so that the matter can be settled amicably. Motilal is not 

related to Ajay Biswas in any way. The President was sitting around 5/6 feet away 
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from him. Ramesh Gore, Satis Mitra, Basiruddin etc. were standing before him. They 

were closer to the President than him. He doesn‘t remember who were standing 

beside the President. He doesn‘t remember specifically on which side of the head he 

was hit with the axe, but he has seen injury. He saw the axe but he doesn‘t 

remember specifically whether the handle of the axe was made of wood or bamboo. 

It is a fact that he has not told the police that he accompanied the injured to 

Dhekiajuli hospital and that he was later referred to Tezpur hospital and then to 

Guwahati Neuroscience hospital. The name of Gaonburah is Gunaram Koch and he 

was the President of the meeting. He was called to the meeting by Ajay Biswas.  

15. PW-6 deposed before this court that the accused are known to him. The incident 

happened around two years back at about 3/ 3-30 p.m. Ajay had called for a 

meeting for settlement of a dispute between Ajay and Sanjay Seal regarding a path. 

He went to the meeting that was called by Ajay. The meeting was going on and 

Hiren was sitting, suddenly accused Motilal stuck Hiren on his head from the 

backside with an axe. He along with other people took the injured to hospital and 

police was also informed. Other people in the meeting caught hold of the accused 

Motilal. He has seen the injury and it was bleeding profusely.  

16. PW-6 in his cross-examination deposed that injured is his relative. The gathering of 

the meeting was of about 40/50 people. Around 20 people were sitting in the chairs 

and benches and rest of the people were standing. He doesn‘t remember who was 

presiding over the meeting on that day. He was sitting facing west direction. He 

doesn‘t know the President of the meeting and therefore, he cannot say in which 

direction he was sitting. He doesn‘t remember specifically who caught hold the 

accused Motilal. The house of the accused is at a distance of 300 meters away from 

that of Ajay. He doesn‘t remember who was standing beside him.  

17. PW-7 deposed before this court that accused and the victim are known to him. The 

incident happened in March, 2014 at around 3 p.m. There was a public meeting in 

front of Lulukai Saraswati temple and he was also present at the meeting. The 

meeting was called for by accused Ajay Biswas in connection with a path. While the 

meeting was going on accused Motilal suddenly attacked the victim from behind 

with an axe. The victim sustained injury on his head and he fell over. Some of the 

people present took him to the hospital. Accused Motilal was caught by some of the 

people present. They found a knife with Motilal and also recovered the axe. 
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Subsequently, police seized the axe and the knife from them and he put his 

signature. Ext. 2 is the seizure list and Ext. 2(2) is his signature.  

18. PW-7 in his cross-examination deposed that there were around 30/35 people in the 

meeting. Ajay Biswas called him to the meeting. He doesn‘t remember the date. He 

put his signature in the seizure list on the spot when police recovered the knife and 

the axe from them, however, he has not seen the seized articles in the Court today. 

The handle of the axe was around 2 (two) feet long. The President of the meeting 

was Sibhas Choudhury and Councilor Hiren Sen was also present. The gathering sat 

in circular form. He doesn‘t remember how many chairs were there. He was sitting 

in a chair. Accused Motilal was standing behind the victim and accused Ajay Biswas 

was standing on the southern side of the meeting. He was on the western side of 

the gathering. The President and the members were sitting on the northern side. He 

has no knowledge if there is any dispute between the accused and the victim. Ajay 

Biswas has objected to the passage / path. Priyaranjan, Shayamal and few others 

took the victim to hospital. However, he doesn‘t remember the names of the rest of 

the people. Before the meeting started they all have signed in the proceeding. 

Accused Motilal is a mason. He put his signature in the seizure list at around 3-30 

p.m.  

19. PW-7 (Yusuf Ali, MO) (Re-numbered as PW-7) deposed before this court that on 11-

03-2014 he was at Dhekiajuli CHC as MO & HO. On that day, he examined Hiren 

Sen, son of (L) Debendra Sen of Lulukai, Dhekiajuli. He had history of physical 

assault. The patient came himself.  He found following injuries: Lacerated wound 

with bone cut (6 x 3 x 3 cm) over scalp. Injury was grievous in nature by sharp 

object. Age of injury is new. CT scan of brain was advised. Ext.3 is Medical Report 

and Ext.3 (1) is his signature.  

20. PW-7 in his cross-examination further deposed that his report does not have 

reference to PS case no. He had issued separate prescription by patient. His medical 

report is extract from the MR register. His report does not have issue no. Report 

does not have identification mark of injured. The injury can occur due to fall on 

sharp object from a height. Report does not bear sign or thumb impression of 

patient.   

21. PW-8 deposed before this court that on 11-03-2014 he was posted at Dhekiajuli PS 

as Attached Officer. On that day, O/C Dhekiajuli PS Debendra Ch. Nath received an 

FIR from complainant Khirendra Sen and before that, he has received an 
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information over phone that in a village meeting situated at Lulukai, commotion and 

marpit took place. Accordingly, he was directed to proceed to the place of 

occurrence. He went to the village Lulukai under Dhekiajuli PS and found many 

people gathered there and found the accused tied with rope by the public. He 

examined the witnesses at the place of occurrence. He also seized one axe and a 

knife, vide Ext.2, from the place of occurrence. Ext. 2(3) is his signature. Mat. Ext.1 

is the axe and Mat.Ext.2 is the knife those he seized from the place of occurrence.  

The injured Hiren Sen was medically examined and he collected the medical report 

Ext.3. He arrested the accused Motilal Das from the PO. After that the complainant 

Khirendra Sen lodged the ejahar at Dhekiajuli PS and O/C Dhekiajuli PS registered a 

case vide Dhekiajuli PS Case No.154/14 u/s 307/326/34 IPC and directed him to 

investigate the case. The accused was forwarded to the court. On 13-03-2014 he 

arrested other accused Ajay Biswas and forwarded to the court. He recorded the 

statement of the victim Hiren Sen.  He drew the sketch map.  Ext.4 is the sketch 

map and Ext.4 (1) is his signature. After completion of investigation, he submitted 

charge-sheet against the accused person‘s u/s 307/326/34 of IPC. Ext.5 is the said 

charge-sheet and Ext.5 (1) is his signature.  

22. PW-8 in his cross-examination further deposed that he proceeded to the place of 

occurrence at 4:50 p.m. on 11-03-2014 vide GD entry no.387 dated 11-03-2014 and 

reached the place of occurrence at 5:15 p.m. He conducted the preliminary 

investigation i.e. recorded evidences of witnesses, prepared seizure list based upon 

the GD entry. He further apprehended the both the accused persons and forwarded 

them before the Hon‘ble court. Accused Motilal Das was apprehended from the PO 

as he was handed over by the villagers. Accused Ajay Biswas was apprehended on 

14-03-2014. Today he has not seen the extract certified copy of GD entry no.387 

dated 11-03-2014. He had not mentioned the name of the person from whose 

possession the weapons were recovered. He did not obtain any signature of the 

accused over the seizure list vide Ext.2. PW-1 did not state before him that his elder 

brother not informed him that accused Motilal came from back side stabbed him 

with an axe.    

23. PW-8 in his re-cross-examination deposed that he did not take the victim for 

medical examination. He recorded the statement of the victim on 30-03-2014 at 

Dhekiajuli PS. He collected the medical report of the victim on 31-03-2014. In Ext.2 

(Seizure List) it is not mention as to by whom the seized articles were produced 
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before him. He did not send the seized articles to FSL for chemical examination. He 

did not investigate about any personal enmity between the informants, victim with 

the accused of the case.  

 “DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION” 
24. For the convenience of discussion and decision of all the points of determination, I 

would like to discuss all points together. It is worth mentioning that, the criminal 

jurisprudence of the country rests on the principle of proving the guilt of the 

accused beyond all reasonable doubt by the prosecution. There must not be any 

shadow of doubt on the truthfulness of the prosecution case. This being the cardinal 

principle of criminal jurisprudence, we must scrutinize the evidence produced by the 

prosecution from all possible corners and must also test the veracity of the 

witnesses. If the witnesses are found as wholly reliable on the point of guilt of the 

accused then only the accused can be held as guilty of the alleged crime. 

25. In the upcoming discussions this Court shall try to evaluate the evidences on record 

in the light of each of the points for determinations formulated hereinbefore and for 

the benefit of proper appreciation of the evidences of record, I would like to throw 

light upon the prime accusations levelled against the accused person by the 

prosecution in this case. 

26. On meticulous as well as thoughtful perusal of entire case record in hand, this court 

finds that the criminal law sets in motion against two nos. of accused persons 

namely, Ajay Biswas and Motilal Das as soon as the an ejahar was lodged alleging, 

inter-alia, that on 11-03-2014 at about 4 p.m. when brother of informant named 

Hiren Sen was conducting activities of the meeting held in the bank of Adivasi 

Pukhuri of Lulukai village, accused Motilal Das, hit on the head of his brother Hiren 

Sen with an axe from back side with intent to kill him and thereafter immediate 

medical treatment was provided to his brother. 

27. Hence, the above said controversies are appears to be the crux of the dispute and 

bone of contention of prosecution case. On the basis of contentions of the ejahar 

after having an investigation, charge-sheet was field u/s 326/307/34 IPC against 

two nos. of accused persons namely, Ajay Biswas and Motilal Das and consequent 

to that trial commenced against both the accused persons by framing charges u/s 

326/307/34 of IPC till examination of IO. During trial, both the accused persons 

regularly appeared before the court and subsequently accused Motilal Das 

absconded from the stage of trial and my predecessor-in-office split up the case 
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record and proceeded against the accused Ajay Biswas and consequent to that 

accused Ajay Biswas was acquitted by the court vide its judgment dated 17-06-

2019. Later, on 29-06-2019 accused Motilal Das produced on execution of NBWA 

before the court and thereafter his learned State Defence counsel prayed to re- 

cross-examine the IO as the IO was examined by the court during the absence of 

accused Motilal Das. Subsequently, on 11-09-2019, PW-8 was re-cross-examined 

and on 18-09-2019 accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and his pleas of denials 

were recorded.  

28. At the outset, I would like to discuss the evidence of Medical Officer Yusuf Ali (PW-7 

double numbered), who medically examined the victim Hiren Sen on 11-03-2014 at 

Dhekiajuli CHC and on examination he found lacerated wound with bone cut (6x3x3 

cm) over scalp. As per his opinion, the injury was grievous in nature caused by 

sharp object and injury was fresh. CT scan of brain was further advised. Ext.3 is the 

medical report and Ext.3 (1) is his signature. 

29. For the sake of brevity of judgment, I would not like to refer the whole cross-

examination part of PW-7. PW-7 in his cross-examination stated that his report does 

not bear signature and thumb impression of the patient or any referred number. 

During his cross-examination, the defence side did not deny the injury of the victim. 

The injury of the victim as stated by the medical officer of this case approves and 

signpost that on the date of incident i.e. 11-03-2014 the victim was examined by 

the Medical Officer at Dhekiajuli CHC and victim sustained lacerated wound with 

bone cut 6x3x3 cm) over scalp and the injury was grievous. 

30. On perusal of evidence of victim (PW-2) and other witnesses nowhere the defence 

side downright denied that on the date of incident victim had not sustained any sort 

of injury. Hence, from the aforesaid discussion, this court finds that the injury of the 

victim has not been denied by the defence side and same stands proved before this 

court.  

31. Now, in the upcoming discussion, this court shall try to ascertain the following vital 

questions :  

1. Whether the injury sustained by victim 
Hiren Sen on 11-03-2014, at 4 p.m. 
actually perpetrated or caused by the 
accused person named Motilal Das with 
intent to kill him?  
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2. Whether the accused person is 
involved in causing lacerated bone 
deep cut injury of the victim? 

32.  The facts of the prosecution case as we have understood in the forgoing 

discussions that on 11-03-2014 at 4 p.m. informant‘s brother Hiren Sen sustained 

injury on his head at Lulukai village near Adivasi Pond and the injury report 

submitted and exhibited as Ext.3 maintained the injury actually sustained by victim 

Hiren Sen. 

33. In the light of questions formulated above, this court perused the evidence on 

record and from where it is seen that PW-1 is the informant of this case and he had 

not witnessed the alleged incident. As per his testimony he heard that on 11-03-

2014, at 4 p.m. a public meeting was held in the bank of the public pond of Lalukai 

village and one Majrat Ali up-to-date him that accused Motilal gave blows with an 

axe on his brother from backside and his brother fell down there. Thereafter, public 

took his brother to hospital and from Dhekiajuli PHC his brother was shifted to 

Kanaklata Civil Hospital and then doctor considering the nature of injury referred 

him to Guwahati. His brother told him that accused Motilal had hit him with an axe 

from backside. Thereafter, he lodged an ejahar.  

34. Hence, it is seen that the version of PW-1 came directly from the mouth of his 

brother Hiren Sen who stated him that accused Motilal hit him with an axe from 

back side. The evidence of PW-1 pertaining to the involvement of accused Motilal 

Das appears to be direct and his source of information is the sole victim of the case. 

The defence side during the cross-examination of PW-1 failed to dismantle his 

credence by way of bringing out any sort of material contradictions. Therefore, it is 

seen that PW-1 being the informant supported the contents of ejahar vide Ext.1 

stating that on 11-03-2014 at about 4 p.m. when public meeting was going on in 

the bank of a pond accused Motilal hit his brother from back side with an axe.  

35. PW-2 appears to be the victim of this case and on meticulous appreciation of his 

evidence, it disclosed before this court that PW-2 supported and corroborated the 

entire prosecution story by way of testifying before this court that on 11-03-2014 he 

was invited by Ajay Biwas and Nitul Biwas to a meeting regarding boundary of land 

to be held at 3-30 p.m. and accordingly he along with Majrat Ali reached the 

meeting held at the bank of village pond. There was already gathering of 40/50 

persons in the meeting and at the moment when Ajay Biwas was announcing the 

purpose of the meeting, accused Motilal Das gave him blow on his head from the 
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back side with an intention to kill him. As a result, he fell down and he was shifted 

to Dhekiajuli hospital and then to Tezpur and from Tezpur to Guwahati. His brother 

filed an ejahar accordingly. He remained in ICU for two days and for 10 days as 

indoor patient in Guwahati. 

36. I have also carefully perused the cross-examination part of PW-1 and from there 

this court not finds anything to disbelieve the testimony of PW-2. PW-2 being the 

sole victim of this case appears to be definite and trustworthy in nature. Per contra, 

defence side failed to dismantle his credence. It categorically established from the 

evidence of PW-2 that on the date of incident at about 3-30 p.m. a meeting was 

going on nearby bank of village pond over the dispute of land between Ajay Biswas 

and Nitul Biswas and there accused Motilal gave him blow from his back side and 

due to that he sustained injuries on his head. 

37. Now, coming to the evidence of other witnesses, it disclosed before this court that 

PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6, and PW-7 appears to be eye witnesses to the alleged 

incident and they were present in the meeting when the alleged incident occurred. 

PW-3 being an eye witness categorically supported and corroborated the version of 

victim and informant by way of testifying that the incident took place on 11-03-2014 

at around 3–3:30 p.m. He went with Hiren Sen to the meeting at Lulukai as he was 

called by Ajay. He was also sitting in the midst of villagers. During the continuation 

for the meeting, accused Motilal assaulted Haren Sen with an axe from back side 

and blood was oozing out from his head. Immediately the people present in the 

meeting took Hiren Sen to Janglebasti hospital.   

38. PW-4 being an eye witness firmly reinforced and validated the version of victim and 

informant by way of testifying that the incident happened in 2014. One evening at 

around 2 p.m. a public meeting was held at an open space near the Kali Mandir at a 

place called Lulukai. The meeting was held in connection with a dispute between 

Ajay and Khitish Seal. He was also present in that meeting as a Gaonburah. In that 

meeting, accused Motilal coming with a small axe with bamboo handle, hit Hiren 

Sen (who was sitting in the meeting) from back side and as a result he sustained 

injuries on his head. Then, the public apprehended accused Motilal along with the 

axe. Police was informed and then police detained him. At the time of apprehending 

accused Motilal by police, a knife was also seized by police which the accused was 

carrying. Ext.2 is the seizure list and Ext.2 (1) is his signature. Mat. Ext.1 and Mat. 

Ext.2 are the axe and knife respectively.  
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39. PW-5 being an eye witness categorically supported and corroborated the version of 

victim and informant by way of testifying that the incident happened on 11-03-

2014, at about 3/3-30 p.m. a meeting was called by Ajay Biswas for a dispute 

between Ajay Biswas and Sanjay Seal regarding a path. While the meeting was 

going on accused Motilal came and stuck on the head of Hiren Sen with an axe. 

Motilal was caught hold by other people present in the meeting along with the axe. 

Hiren Sen fell down and it was bleeding from his head. Few of them took him to the 

hospital. He was first brought to Dhekiajuli hospital and then taken to Tezpur. He 

was not kept there and referred to Guwahati Neuro Science Hospital. As Ajay 

Biswas had called the meeting and the incident happened therein and just after the 

incident he ran away, they suspected that he is behind the incident.  

40. PW-6 being an eye witness unconditionally supported and corroborated the version 

of victim and informant by way of testifying that the incident happened around two 

years back at about 3/ 3-30 p.m. Ajay had called for a meeting for settlement of a 

dispute between Ajay and Sanjay Seal regarding a path. He went to the meeting 

that was called by Ajay. The meeting was going on and Hiren was sitting, suddenly 

accused Motilal stuck Hiren on his head from the backside with an axe. He along 

with other people took the injured to hospital and police was also informed. Other 

people in the meeting caught hold of the accused Motilal. He has seen the injury 

and it was bleeding profusely.  

41. PW-7 also being an eye witness emphatically supported and corroborated the 

version of victim and informant by way of testifying that the incident happened in 

March, 2014 at around 3 p.m. There was a public meeting in front of Lulukai 

Saraswati temple and he was also present at the meeting. The meeting was called 

for by accused Ajay Biswas in connection with a path. While the meeting was going 

on accused Motilal suddenly attacked the victim from behind with an axe. The victim 

sustained injury on his head and he fell over. Some of the people present took him 

to the hospital. Accused Motilal was caught by some of the people present. They 

found a knife with Motilal and also recovered the axe. Subsequently, police seized 

the axe and the knife from them and he put his signature. Ext. 2 is the seizure list 

and Ext. 2(2) is his signature. 

42. Hence, it become crystal clear from the evidence of PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6, and 

PW-7, that all of them are appears to be the eye witnesses to the alleged incident 

that happened at Lulukai village in the bank of public pond on 11-03-2014 at about 
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3 / 3-30 p.m. The witnesses were present at the place where the meeting was 

going on and said meeting was called by one Ajay over dispute of a path and 

accused Motilal struck Hiren Sen from backside with an axe. Thereafter, Hiren Sen 

sustained injury and shifted to hospital. All the eye witnesses further testified before 

this court that the public who were present caught hold of accused Motilal and 

informed police and handed over him to the police on arrival of police. PW-8 is the 

IO and he supported the facts deposed by all the eye witnesses above by testifying 

before this court that he received an information over phone that in a village 

meeting situated at Lulukai, commotion and marpit took place. Accordingly, he was 

directed to proceed to the place of occurrence. He went to the village Lulukai under 

Dhekiajuli PS and found many people gathered there and found the accused tied 

with rope by the public. He examined the witnesses at the place of occurrence. He 

also seized one axe and a knife, vide Ext.2, from the place of occurrence. Ext. 2(3) 

is his signature. Mat. Ext.1 is the axe and Mat.Ext.2 is the knife those he seized 

from the place of occurrence. The injured Hiren Sen was medically examined and he 

collected the medical report Ext.3. He arrested the accused Motilal Das from the PO. 

After that the complainant Khirendra Sen lodged the ejahar at Dhekiajuli PS and 

O/C Dhekiajuli PS registered a case vide Dhekiajuli PS Case No.154/14 u/s 

307/326/34 IPC and directed him to investigate the case. 

43. As such it is seen from the evidence of PW-8 that accused Motilal was actually 

caught hold by the people who were present in the meeting and subsequently 

handed over him and he apprehended the accused and brought him to the police 

station. PW-8 further supported and corroborated the fact that victim Hiren Sen was 

medically examined and subsequently he collected the medical report. Ext.3 is the 

medical report. As per his evidence, Ext.4 is the sketch map of the place of 

occurrence and Ext.5 is the charge-sheet. If we go by the Ext.4 that appears to the 

Sketch Map, the place of occurrence is adjacent to the Adivasi Pukhuri of Lulukai 

village. That really supports and corroborated by the informant, victim and other 

remaining witnesses. From the aforesaid discussion this court not finds any 

contradictory evidence in respect of place of occurrence and the fact of sustaining 

injuries by Hiren Sen on 11-03-2014 at about 3/4 p.m. at Lulukai village. It further 

appears to be established and proved that accused Motilal Das was caught hold with 

the weapons like an axe and knife. It is un-disputed that defence side during cross-

examination of witnesses failed to collect any sort of material contradictions with 
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their previous statements recorded u/s 161 Cr.P.C or with the statement made by 

them before the court at the time of deposing as prosecution witnesses. It is a case 

where nothing disclosed untrustworthy in nature from the evidence of all the 

prosecution witnesses. The defence side during the cross-examination of PW-3, PW-

4, PW-5, PW-6, and PW-7 failed to collect anything upon which it may be 

established that the witness having previous enmity with the accused Motilal 

deposed falsely deposed against him. This court not finds anything from the 

evidence on record upon which the credibility of all the eye witnesses including the 

victim may be disbelieved rather it becomes crystal clear before this court that the 

version of all the witnesses are appears to be truthful, corroborative and coherent 

and trustworthy in nature.  

44. Now, another pertinent question disclosed from the evidence on record as to 

whether the weapon knife and axe actually was recovered from the place of 

occurrence? PW-8 being the IO of this case, in his evidence deposed categorically 

that he seized one axe and a knife vide Ext.2 Seizure List and Ext.2 (3) is his 

signature.  On meticulous perusal of Ext.2 disclosed before this court that vide Ext.2 

an axe and a knife were seized in presence of PW-4 and PW-7 who are the eye 

witnesses of the alleged incident and those weapons were exhibited before this 

court as Material Ext-1 & Material Ext-2. The IO has seized those weapons from the 

place of occurrence. The defence side failed to dismantle the credence of 

prosecution side in respect of recovery of weapon from the place of occurrence.  

45. To sum up the evidence on record, it is seen that evidence presented by PW-1, PW-

2, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-5, PW-7, PW-7(M.O) & PW-8 are appears to be 

corroborative, coherent and trustworthy and their evidences established and proved  

that on the date of incident, Ajay Biswas called a meeting at about 3/4 p.m. nearby 

Adivasi pond at  Lulukai village to settle a dispute over land or path, and in that 

meeting victim Hiren Sen along with Majrat Ali were present and other people also 

along with Gaonburah were present and during the time of meeting, accused Motilal 

Das struck on the head of victim Hiren Sen with an exe and due to that Hiren Sen 

sustained bone cut injuries of 6x3x3 cm and the Medical Officer viewed the injury 

sustained by Hiren Sen to be grievous in nature. The victim himself as PW-2 

supported that accused struck him from the back side with intent to kill him. 

Instantaneously victim sustained injury, the public nearby caught hold the accused 
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Motilal and handed over him to police and Hiren Sen took immediate treatment from 

Dhekiajuli CHC.  

46. Now, the question is whether the injury sustained by the victim Hiren Sen falls 

under the purview of ‗grievous injury‘ as defined in Section 320 of IPC. Now, before 

holding the accused Motilal Das guilty of causing grievous injuries upon the body of 

Hiren Sen, let us discuss whether he may he held guilt for that offence.  

47. Section 320 IPC defines ‗grievous hurt‘. —The following kinds of hurt only are desig-

nated as ―grievous‖:— 

First — Emasculation. 

Secondly —Permanent privation of the sight of either eye. 

Thirdly — Permanent privation of the hearing of either ear, 

Fourthly —Privation of any member or joint. 

Fifthly — Destruction or permanent impairing of the powers of any 

member or joint. 

Sixthly — Permanent disfiguration of the head or face. 

Seventhly—Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth. 

Eighthly —Any hurt which endangers life or which causes the sufferer 

to be during the space of twenty days in severe bodily pain, or unable 

to follow his ordinary pursuits. 
48. As per the medical report of the victim Hiren Sen, it is seen that bone deep cut 

injury of 6x3x3 cm found from the scalp of the victim. On bare perusal of the injury 

sustained by the victim, this court finds that such injury not comes under the 

purview of section 320 IPC and there is no clue in the medical report that there was 

any permanent emasculation or privation of joint or disfiguration of head or face or 

facture of bone or dislocation or bodily injury suffered the victim to get admitted for 

20 days period. 

49. Here, in this case, prosecution side failed to adduce evidence before the court to 

prove that victim was admitted for 20 days or more than 20 days in the hospital. 

The Medical Officer opined the injury to be grievous in nature but the definition of 

section 320 IPC does not appears to be in conformity with the opinion framed by 

the Medical Officer who examined Hiren Sen. Hence, upon the above it can be said 

that the injury sustained by Hiren Sen comes under the sphere of voluntarily 

causing hurt by dangerous weapon that defined u/s 324 of IPC.  

50. Therefore, in the light of aforesaid discussions, this court finds that it is a pure case 

Section 324 IPC which articulated the circumstances of causing voluntarily hurt by 

dangerous weapon or means as defined. Axe is a dangerous weapon and the injury 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/175864808/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/45255066/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/3369562/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/183418311/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/105055722/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/128499502/
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sustained by the victim on his head was due to stabbing with an axe is proved and 

established before this court from the evidence of the witnesses. Furthermore, 

charge u/s 326 IPC was framed by the court and in the light of Section- 222 Cr.P.C, 

this court has got the jurisdiction to hold the accused guilty of a minor offence. 

Therefore, in the light of aforesaid discussion, accused is found to be guilty of 

offence u/s- 324 IPC  

51. Now, coming to the offence u/s 307 IPC. Section 307 of the IPC lays down – 

Whoever does any act with such intention or knowledge, and under such 

circumstances that, if he by that act caused death, he would be guilty of murder. 

52. A three Judge Bench of Hon‘ble Supreme Court in the case of R. Prakash – Vs- 

State of Karnataka held that it is sufficient to justify a conviction u/s.307 of the 

IPC, if there is present an intent coupled with some overt act in execution thereof. 

It is not essential that bodily injury capable of causing death should have been 

inflicted. 

53. The main ingredients of an offence under section 307 of the IPC are – (i) the act 

attempted should be of such a nature that if not prevented or intercepted, it would 

lead to death of the victim (ii) the intention or mens rea to kill is need to be clearly 

proved without doubt and for this purpose the prosecution can make use of this 

circumstances like attack by dangerous weapons on vital parts of the body. 

However, the intention to kill cannot gauged simply by the seriousness of the injury 

caused (iii) the intention and the knowledge of the result of the act being done, is 

the main thing i.e., needed to be proved for conviction u/s.307 of the IPC.  

54. For conviction under this section more importance has been given to mens rea or 

the intention than the actus reus or actual act itself. The attempt should arise out of 

a specific intention or desire to murder the victim. The Hon‘ble Supreme Court in 

the case of Hari Kishan –Vs- Sukbir Singh reported in AIR 1988 SC 2127 

held that – the nature of the weapon used, the manner in which it is used, motive 

for the crime, severity of the blow, the part of the body where the injury is inflicted 

is all taken into consideration to determine the intention. 

55.  In State of   M P v Saleem, (2005) 5 SCC 554 Hon‘ble Supreme Court held that 

---―13. It is sufficient to justify a conviction under Section 307 if there is present an 

intent coupled with some overt act in execution thereof. It is not essential that 

bodily injury capable of causing death should have been inflicted. The section 

makes a distinction between the act of the accused and its result, if any. The court 
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has to see whether the act, irrespective of its result, was done with the intention or 

knowledge and under circumstances mentioned in the section. Therefore, an 

accused charged under Section 307 IPC cannot be acquitted merely because the 

injuries inflicted on the victim were in the nature of a simple hurt.‖ 

56. This proposition of law has been elucidated by a two-judge bench of the Hon‘ble 

Supreme Court in Pasupuleti Siva Ramakrishna Rao v State of Andhra 

Pradesh, (2014) 5 SCC 369 that –― It must be noted that Section 307 IPC 

provides for imprisonment for life if the act causes ―hurt‖. It does not require that 

the hurt should be grievous or of any particular degree. Recently, Hon‘ble Supreme 

Court in State of Madhya Pradesh Vs. Kanha alias Om Prokash, Criminal 

Appeal No. 1589 OF 2018  (ARISING OUT OF SPECIAL LEAVE PETITION (CRL) NO. 

1433 OF 2013) Dated-4/2/2019, retreated the ratio of Pasupuleti Siva Ramakrishna 

Rao v State of Andhra Pradesh, (2014) 5 SCC 369 and convicted the accused for 

offence under section-307 of IPC for using dangerous weapons in inflicting the 

injuries on the body of victim even in absence of any specific intention of murder. 

57. Hence, from the aforesaid discussions and decisions of Hon‘ble Apex Court this 

court finds that the nature of the injuries, weapons used are merely clues that the 

judiciary uses to reach to a conclusion about the intention of the accused. So it can 

be safely said that even if no injury is caused a person can be convicted under this 

section. 

58. Coming back to the case in hand, the medical evidence on record supports that the 

victim sustained ‗hurt‘ as per medical report and if the victim or other people or PW-

3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 would not have intervened, the accused would 

have succeeded in causing death of the victim. Moreover, the victim himself 

admitted during his evidence in-chief that accused Motilal Das hit him from the back 

side with intent to kill him. Other witnesses supported and corroborated that 

accused stabbed the head of the victim with an axe. The nature of weapon appears 

to be a dangerous one and 6x3x3 cm deep bone cut injury appears to be serious in 

nature. Hence, the nature of injury coupled with the acts of the accused makes it 

resounding that the intention and barbarism of the accused was to cause injury 

upon the victim which may cause death of the victim. In the other way we can say 

that if people nearby ought to have not interfered with the accused in commission 

such injury, the accused would have caused death of the victim if the accused 

succeeds in his act.  
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59. So, taking into account the nature of weapon ―axe‖ used, the manner in which it 

was used, motive for the crime, severity of the blow and the part of the body where 

the injury was inflicted, it can be held beyond doubt that the act of the accused was 

done with the intention and under the circumstances as mentioned in Section 307 of 

the IPC. As such the accused committed an act of attempt to murder of victim Hiren 

Sen. 

60. We have already observed in the foregoing discussions that accused Motilal Das 

causes bone deep cut injury on the head of victim with sharp weapons. The weapon 

uses by the accused in causing such injury is sharp cutting weapon and dangerous 

in nature. The state of affairs of the case evidently designate that there was an 

intention to murder. The presence of bone deep cut injury over the head and 

bleeding wounds as well as the use of a sharp weapon leaves no doubt that there 

was an intention to murder. Thus, the second part of Section 307 of the Penal Code 

is attracted in the present case. Hence, this court has no hesitation to convict the 

accused under section-307 of IPC. 

61. Therefore in the light of above said discussions, this court finds that prosecution 

safely brings home charges under section-324/307 of I.P.C against the accused 

Motilal Das and proved the case beyond any shadow of doubt. Hence, the Motilal 

Das is stands convicted for commissions of offences punishable under section-

324/307 of IPC.   

“REASONS UNDER SECTION 361 OF CRPC” 

62. Let me start with the famous words of Mahatma Gandhi – ―Nobody can hurt 

me without my permission.‖ The accused person named Motilal Das of this case 

struck on the head of victim Hiren Sen from back side with intent to kill the victim. 

Now a days, majority of criminal cases, more in particular, in the criminal courts, 

are ‗Hurt‘ cases and there is no criminal Court without these cases. Hence, the 

guilty or wrongdoers needs to be dealt with stringently to prevent the necessary 

evils and menace from the society. In this case the accused named Motilal Das 

appears to be above 38 years of age and he has committed an act of causing hurt 

to the victim Hiren and such hurt like bone deep cut injury on the head could be 

threat of life of victim if such injury heightened to more serious. As such, this court 

finds it reasonable not to extend the benefit of section-3&4 of Probation of 

offenders Act to all the accused persons. 
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“SENTENCE HEARING UNDER SECTION-235(2) CRPC” 

63. The accused named Motilal Das, heard on the point of sentences in view of section-

235(3) of Cr.P.C, where he claimed leniency and pleas of accused are recorded in 

separate sheet and tagged with the case record. The accused claimed himself to a 

person of 38 years of old.  

                       ―ORDER ON SENTENCE” 

64. The prosecution side during the entire trial failed to adduce evidence to prove any 

of such previous antecedents of accused Motilal Das and during the sentence 

hearing the accused claimed himself to be a bread earner of his family. Considering 

all those aspect coupled with the fact of no criminal antecedents and present age of 

the accused, this court finds that following sentences would meet the justice. 

Accordingly, the accused Motilal Das is convicted commissions of offences under 

section-324/307 of IPC, under the following heads:-   

 The accused Motilal Das sentenced to undergo R.I 

for a period of 2 years and shall have to pay a fine 

of Rs. 1000/- i/d 1 months of SI for the offence u/s 

324 IPC; 

 The accused Motilal Das sentenced to undergo R.I 

for a period of 10 years and shall have to pay a fine 

of Rs. 5000/- i/d 6 months of SI for the offence u/s 

307 IPC. 

65. Accordingly, the convict Motilal Das send to custody for serving the aforesaid 

sentences passed against him. Let the fine amount shall be given to the victim of 

this case as compensation in case of realization.   

66. Let a periods if any, under gone by the accused person during inquiry, investigation 

and trial if any, shall be set off as per section 428 Cr.P.C. Let the substantive 

sentences shall run concurrently.  

67.  Let a copy of this judgment be furnished to the accused person Motilal Das free of 

cost. Let the seized weapons be confiscated to the Government of Assam after the 

expiry of period of appeal.  

68. Considering the nature of injury sustained by the victim Hiren Sen this court opined 

that if the fine amount recovered and paid to the victim that would be sufficient 

compensation for the victim. Hence, this court not finds just and reasonable ground 
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to recommend the name of the victim before the DLSA, Sonitpur for providing 

adequate compensation.  

69. Accordingly, the case is disposed of. Judgment is prepared and pronounced in open 

court. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 25th day of October, 2019 

at Tezpur, Sonitpur. 

70. A copy of the judgment and order shall also be forwarded to the District Magistrate, 

Sonitpur in compliance with section 365 Cr.P.C. 

          

                                                                                                         (N. J. HAQUE) 
Asstt. Sessions Judge 

          Sonitpur, Tezpur  
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